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CHAPTER I 
I 
over the last decade , the number of nurse aides appear-
1 ing in our hospitals has increased at an accelerated rate .l 
II This situation has created a need for the nursing 
profession not only to examine the effectiveness wi th which 
11 this group of non-professional workers is utilized in the 
interests of safe patient care but also to review the adequacy 
of the preparation given for the tasks assigned to them. 
The Problem 
In 1955, the present study was undertaken to investi-
gate the utilization of the nurse aides employed on two patient 
1 units of a specialized hospital caring for eye, ear, nose , 
I 
I 
and throat patients and to accertain whether or not there are 
better ways of utilizing these nurse aides in providing ade-
quate and satisfactory care to the patient. 
The study was a preliminary step in the larger problem 
of effectively staffing the hospital . Basically to determin-
ing the number of nurse aides required the most obvious in-
ference to be made was the need for analysis of what the role 
and the functions of a nurse aide should be ; thus establish i ng 
1 
"Guide Issue" of Hospitals, Journal of the Ame rican 
Hospital Association, Part II 29, p . 70, August 1955. 
'I 
II 
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a standard by which the contribution of the nurse aides to 
the nursing care of the patient could be subsequently 
measured . 
A knowledge of the preparation that the nurse aides 
had been given for the act ivities which they are expected to 
perform was also needed, as the effectiveness with which ~~y 
group of nurse aides actually funct ion is definitely influ-
enced by the amount and the type of preparation that they 
I receive. 
I 
It is essential in order that any nursing service may 
It 
1 be effectively achieved and constantly i mproved first~ to 
I 
I 
attract and retain competent personnel. However, there is 
another responsibility to the employee of providing services 
which contribute to the health , development, efficiency, and 
contentment of the individual. It is almost as important to 
discover how the nurse aides feel about their group and the 
conditions under which they work as to determine how they 
function if the findings of the s tudy are to act as the basis 
for future plans for the improvement of the nurse aide program 
Purposes of the Study 
The purposes of the study were 
1 . To explore the adaptability of the ratio-delay 
technique of observing the study of nurse - aide 
activities . 
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2. To determine how effectively the nurse aides are 
utilized in terms of 
the activities to which they are assigned. 
---
time distribution of the nurse aides among 
------the activities. 
whether or not the assigned activities were 
------within the scope of a nurse aide to perform 
or should they be the responsibility of a 
professional nurse. 
what, if any, of the assigned activities 
-----could be delegated to other classification 
of hospital workers. 
3. To consider the adequacy of the existing plan of 
preparation of the nurse aides in relation to 
the activities to which~ they are assigned. 
---
whether or not the preparation given the 
-----nurse aides is conducive to safe patient care 
4. To consider the amount of job satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction derived by the nurse aides. 
5. To propose modifications based on the findings . 
Sco~ and Limitations 
Three major areas were covered in this study; first, 
the utilization of the nurse aides; secondly, the preparation 
of the nurse aides; and, finally, the job satisfaction or dis-
satisfaction of the nurse aides. 
The study was limited to the nurse aides assigm d to 
the two service wards of the hospital or approximately 31 
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per cent of the nurse aides employed. Sixteen nurse aides 
were included in the time analysis whereas only fifteen parti-
cipated in the completion of the questionnaire relating to 
nurse aide preparation and job s atisfaction or dissatisfaction. 
Both male and female nurse aides were studied together. 
During the observation period, the total daily average 
patient census of tha two wards was approximately eighty 
patients. 
The period of time considered in the activity analysis 
was thirty-two hours or four eight-hour working shifts, three 
of which were of the day sh~ft and one of the evening shift. 
The data are limited by the methods of investigation 
used. The ratio-delay technique of observation employed ·in 
the time study gives only the time spent by the nurse aides 
among t he activit:ies. It does not show ·the quality of the 
patient care. The findings in relation to the activities 
performed--the f,requency of the performance of the activities, · 
the preparation of the nurse aides, ani. the job satisfaction 
or dissatisfaction--were confined to the conceptions of the 
nurse aides and are, therefore, s ubjective in nature. 
In designating activities as acceptable at the nurse-
aide level of performance by the leading nursing authorities, 
reliance has been placed on the sources from which they were 
derived and the criteria upon which they were based. 
Activities which usually require a higher degree of 
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• . I' judgment and background than was possessed by the nurse aides 
and which were not contained in the criteria above as accep-
table nurse aide activities , have been classified as pro-
fessional nurse activities . 
The delegation of some of the nurse - aide activities 
to other hospital workers as indica ted in this report was 
l imited to those which were deemed feasible to delegate at 
the hospital of the study and to the unders tanding of the 
investigator as to which responsibilities could be assumed by 
the various hospital departments mentioned. 
Definition of Ter ms and Classifications 
Nurse Aide 
Non-professional personnel working under the direction 
of professional nurses in the carrying out of simple tasks for 
patient care . On- t):le - job training is given them in prepara-
tion for the per for mance of these tasks . 
Direct Patient Care 
All the nurse aide activities perfor med in the 
pre sence of the patient. Subdivisions of this classification 
were as follows : 
General Nursing- -Included all procedures concerned 
with the hygiene , comfort , and safety of the patient. 
Also, any treatments carried out by the nurse aides 
.and the taking of temperatures , pulse, and respiration • 
Food- -Covered all areas of fluid and food intake of 
II 
II 
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the patient for which a nurse aide might be held 
respons i ble, such as, c.te eking trays, feeding patients , 
serving extra nourishments, filling water pitchers, etc 
Transportation of Patients--Escorting or transporting 
patients to areas within the unit or to other hospital 
11 departments for treatments, diagnostic procedures, 
II surgery, ~-ray, and conferences. 
II Indirect Patient Care 
All of the nurse-aide activities which contributed to 
patient care but were not performed in the presence of the 
patient. Subdivisions of this classification were as follows : 
Supplies- -Making and preparing supplies for steriliza-
tion, autoclaving , and the care of unsterile supplies . 
Housekeeping--The care of patient ' s utensils, hospital 
equipment, utility rooms, instruments , treatment rooms, 
patient ' s units , etc . 
Checking and Recording--Recording intake and output, 
temperatures, checking equipment, etc . 
Errands --All trips from the patient areas by the nurse 
aide to other departments of the hospital for nursing 
service except when transportation of the patients 
was concerned. 
Acceptable Nurse Aide Activities 
Criteria : Those nursing activities which were found 
to be acceptable by the nursing au thori ties 
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to be at the nurae-aide level of 
performance. 
Activities which Should or Could 
Should be the responsibility of ~professional nurse 
Criteria: Those activities which are not included 
on the list of acceptable nurse-aide 
activities and which require a higre r degree 
of background knowledge for their perfor-
mance than possessed by the nurse aide. 
Could be delegated to other hospital workers 
Criteria: Those activi ttes which are simil ar in 
kind to those which are carried out by 
other hospital workers. 
Methodology 
There were significant questions to be answered in 
all three phases of the study and the following data collec-
tion methods were used: 
1. To answer t~ question of how effectively the 
nurse aides were utilized; 
a. Interviews were held with supervisory personne • 
b. A time study conducted by the investigator 
employing work-sampling tools. 
c. A questionnaire was developed to secure the 
conceptions of the nurse aides as to what 
activities they performed and the i'req~ncy of 
the rformance. 
I 
It 
II 
d. 
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Criteria for judging what the scope of a nurse 
aide should be and the activities which would 
be acceptable for her to perform were compiled 
from literature. 
e. Examination of the nurse-aide activities to 
determine which of them could be delegated to 
other classification of hospital workers and 
which of them should be the responsibility of 
a professional nurse. 
2 . To answer the question of the adequacy of the 
present plan of preparation of the nurse aides for the safe 
care of the patient: 
a. Plan of preparat ion wa s scrutinized against 
t he list of acceptable nurse-aide functions . 
b. From the questionnaire the conceptions of the 
nurse aides as t o their opinion of, by whom, 
where, and the length of time after employment 
that they had received preparation for the 
ac ti vl ties which they pe rforlm d. 
3 . To answer the question of the amount of job satis-
faction or dissatisfaction derived ·by the nurse aides: 
a . From the opinions of the nurse aides completing 
the questionnaire. 
b. From interpretation of the data. 
As the nurse aides participating in the investigation 
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remained annonymous , the questionnaire supplied the descrip-
tion of the sample by providing answers to the following 
questions : 
on which ward did the nurse a ide work? 
whether the nurse aide was male or female? 
---
what hours the nurse aide worked? 
---
what prompted the nurse aide to seek employment 
---
in this particular hospital ? 
---
how long had the nurse aide been employed at 
the hospital ? 
Sources of Research Tools and Data 
The first step to be taken in finding a solution to the 
problem was to secure a list of activities which had been 
known to have been carried out by the nurse aides . The most 
obvious source of this information was from those persons 
working direct l y with the nurse aides or those responsible 
for their te~ching. Conse quently , conferences were arranged 
with the nurse-aide instructor, the supervisors, and the head-
nurses . The outcome of these interviews supplied the list of 
activities on the questionnaire for the nurse a i des to check. 
(See questionnaire Appendix B) 
The next step indicated was to develop criteria for 
determining which nurs i ng functions should be considered to be 
within the jurisdiction of a nurse aide to pe r form. 
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Literature2 ' 3 ' 4 prepared by the Joint Committee for Practical 
Nurses and Auxiliary Workers seemed to be the most reliable 
authority on this subject . The Joint Committee whose member -
ship was made up of representatives from all of the national 
nursing organizations offered gui dance in the setting of 
standards and in the supervision of non-professional workers . 
It also d~alt with their preparation, their activities , and 
defined their role in the giving of nursing care to the patient 
2Practical Nurses and Auxiliarz Workers for the Care 
of the Sick, Prepared by tne-Joint Committee on Practicar---
Nurses ana-Auxi liary Workers in Nursing Services represented 
by the American Nurses Association, the National League for 
Nursing Education, and the Nat iona l Association for Licensed 
Prac tical Nurses , edited by the American Nurses Association , 
New York, New York , 1957 . 
. 
0Nursing Aides and Other Auxiliary Workers. in Nursing 
Se r vice, Prepared by the-Join t Committee on Practical Nurses 
and Auxiliary Workers in Nursing Services represented by the 
American Nurses Association, the National League for Nursing 
Education and the National Association for Licensed Practical 
Nurses, edited by the American Nurses Association, New York, 
New York , 1950. 
4 Practical Nurses in Nursing Service , Prepared by the 
Joint Committee on Practical Nurses and Auxil iary Workers in 
, Nursing Services r epresente d by the American Nurses Association 
t he National League for Nursing (formerly the National League 
for Nursing Education ) and the National Association for 
Licensed Practical Nurses, edited by the American Nurses 
Association, New York, New York, 1951. 
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The principles as outlined by the committee have been given 
nation-wide consideration over a period of time and have been 
reviewed with approval by the boards of the nursing organiza-
tions represented by the committee. The standards recommended 
are believed to be sound and, if adopted, will aid in the 
improvement of patient care. 
In the search for specific activities which might be 
considered as acceptable by the nursing authorities as being 
at the nurse-aide level of performance, no one reference 
could be found which would be applicable to the nurse aides 
functioning within a specialized nursing service, such as the 
one of the present investigation. However, there was a manual 
entitled A Handbook for Nursing Aides , 5 which did give the 
activities which would be acceptable for a nurse aide to 
perform in a general hospital . By taking all of the nursing 
procedures with the exception of those relative to the care 
of the obstetrical patient as given _in this manualS mentioned 
above and adding special activities which would be required 
for a nurse aide caring for eye , ear, nose, and throat patient 
5 A Handbook for Nursing Aides , Prepared by the Public 
Health serv1ce and tne-united States Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare with the cooperation of the National 
League for Nursing, published by the American Hospital 
Association, Chicago, Illinois, 1953 . 
6 
Ibid. 
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to know, a suitable list or acceptable nurse - aide activities 
was assembled. For clarification, it should be mentioned 
t hat the special procedures which were added to the first 
list were namely in the areas or caring for special equipment , 1 
treatments , understanding the limitations of the type of 
patients for whom nursing care was being given, and preparing 
special supplies for patient care . (See Table 3 page 42 
for list of acceptable nurse - aide activi ties as compiled for 
this study) 
Next , the two lists of nurse-aide activities already 
compiled, one representing the activities which were known to 
have been carried out by the nurse aides (See questionnaire 
Appendix B) and one representing the determined acceptable 
1 nurse- aide activities (See Table 3 page 42) were compared 
t o ascertain whether or not there were any differences in the 
activities appearing on the lists. 
Then, the needed criteria were deve l oped for deter-
mining which activities should b e the responsibility of a 
professional nurse and one for · determining upon which the 
delegation of some of the nurse aide activi ties to other 
hospital employees could be based. These criteria are found 
on page 6 of this chapter . 
Next, according to the determined criteria, any of the 
activities Which wer~ not included among the acceptable nur se-
aide activities and which did require a higher degree or know -
II 
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ledge and competence than was possessed by the nurse aides , 
were designated as professional nurse functions . 
The compilation of a list of the nurse-aide activities 
which could be delegated to another classification of hospi-
tal worker was next indicated. This was done by applying the 
established criteria to the list of acceptable nurse-aide 
activities. (Table 3 page 42 ) It was decided that tm 
analysis of this particular data could best be presented in 
terms of the time spent by the nurse aides in the performance 
of these functions . 
For the methodology to find the time distribution of 
the nurse aides among the activities and the frequency of the 
performance , several data collecting methods were explored: 
The activity analysis of nursing personnel as 
described in three chief sources were selected as reference : 
namely, Wri ght ' s study of nursing personnel in three Detroit 
hospitals , ? Hanson and Stecklein' s research on nursing func -
tions in the g eneral hospitals within the state of Minnesota,8 
and the survey conducted by the Nursing Council of Boston on 
7Marion Wright, Improvement of Patient~' Putnam's 
& Sons, New York, New York, 1953 . 
8 He len Hanson and John Stecklein, A Study of Nursing 
Functions in General Hospitals in the State of .Minnesota , 
1955. (Mimeogr aphed) - - -
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0 the activities of staff nurses in twelve local hospitals . ~ 
In all of these reported studies , two principal methods of 
research were used: (1) time studies by work-sampling 
techniques and (2) a questiqnnaire completed by the partici-
pants in the study. 
As the staff nurses at the hospital of the present 
investigation were included in the survey made by the Nursing 
Council of Boston,lO the special method of ratio- delay 
technique employed by them was chosen for the observation of 
the nurse aides . 
Ratio-delay Technique . This type of r atio- de l ay 
technique consisted of intermittent spot observations of 
personnel at work. No one person was ever singled out to be 
watched at any one time . The underlying principle involved 
was that the number of times an activity was performed was 
closely correlated with the total length of time spent on its 
performance . The rationale of this method of observation along 
with its advantages and disadvantages are fully explained by 
Abdallah and Levine11 in their report of work- sampling methods 
9 Nursing Council of Boston, "Study of the Activities 1 
of the Staff Nurses in Tweive Local Hospi tals, 1953. (Mimeograph 'd) 
10Ibid. 
11 Faye Abdellah and Eugene Levine , Work-sampling Applied 
to the Study of Nursing Personnel, " Nursing Research, June 
195~, Vol . 3 , No . 1. 
I
I 
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as applied to the study of nursing personnel. 
Time Interval Chart. The time interval chart used in 
the present study was a device for spacing and also facilitatin 
the making of irregular observations by ratio-delay technique. 
It was designed by the Nursing Council of Boston. The bene -
fits of this chart are based on the premise that an observer, 
after a period of time, will natural ly fall into a pattern of 
regular time intervals if left to his own time spacing during 
an observation period. By fol l owing the chart, this possi-
bility is eliminated and, at the same time , a means has been 
provided whereby accurate recordings of the total observations 
can be easily obtained. As can be noted from the sample of 
the time interval chart found in Appendix A, the time inter-
'\ vals designated allow for approximately one hundred observa-
tions in an eight- hour period. In t he same block of the chart 
are seen small numbers or sequence numbers and larger numbers 
which give the time interval in minutes . The total time spent 
during the whole observation period was readily determined by 
.I adding the time interval numbers from the s tartir:g number to 
the finishing number of the particular observation period . The 
result was then divided by the number of checks opposite the 
activi ties on the worksheet in order to obtain the amount of 
time which was spent in the performance of any one activity. 
Development of the Worksheet . One of the pre-
requisites required for observing by the ratio- delay technique 
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was rirst to classify the activities to be observed under 
general categories. Then , by using these categories or 
classifications, a worksheet was drawn up to facilitate the 
recording of the observations . A sample of the worksheet 
designed for the present study is found in Appendix A, and 
a list or the classifications of the activities and What they 
included are given on page 5. 
For obtaining the conceptions of the nurse aides on 
how frequently they performed the activities, the data 
collecting instrument used was a questionnaire . The activitie 
which were compil ed earlier in the repor t on page 11 which 
were lmown to have been performed by the nurse aides , were 
arranged according to the pre determined classifications for 
the questionnaire . (Questionnaire f ound in Appendix B) 
The nurse aides were requested t o check opposite these acti-
vities whether they had been assigned regularly, occasionally, 
rarely, or never. 
The data pertaining to tbe preparation of the nurse 
aides ~are obtained from the questionnaire which requested the 
nurse a ides to check those activities which they had been 
taught--by whom, where, and the length of t1 me after employ-
ment . (Questionnaire found in Appendix B) 
The l atter portion of the questionnaire was devoted 
to open-end questions which supplied the respondent's feel ings 
regarding his job and his group. 
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Orienting the Nurse Aides to the Study 
As the best results from any observation technique can 
be secured only when the individuals being observed fully under 
stand what is expected of them and t~ ir co-operation gained, 
the whole project was discussed with the nurse aides at the 
very beginning. Two meetings were scheduled in order that the 
nurse aides working on both shifts from the two selected wards 
could attend. 
Procuren:e n t of Data 
The original plan was to observe the nurse a ides for a 
period of five days; but, after three days, the same data. were 
being recorded. It was evident that more time spent would mean 
very little to the total outcome of the study. 
In all, there were 378 observations of t he nurse-aide 
activities recorded. Of these, 92 observations were of the 
nurse aides working during the evening shift and 286 of those 
work i ng during the day. The total time spent in the observa-
tion period was 32 hours. 
The nurse aides assigned to both floors were included 
in the same observation period; the investigator go ing from 
floor to floor at indefinite intervals to watch the nurse 
aides at work. The tabulations of the recordings were computed 
at tre end of each day. 
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The questionnaires were distributed to the nurse aides 1 
to be completed three weeks after the observation period had 
been finished. The nurse aides who had participated in the 
first part of the investigation supplied the answers to the 
questionnaire with one exception. One of the nurse aides was 
absent so that fifteen nurse aides rather than the sixteen 
planned, r eceived the questionnaire. 
Presentation of the Report 
The remainder of the report is presente.d in four 
chapters. The philosophy governing the study is contained in 
Chapter II . A description of the situation within which the 
study existed and the findings are given in Chapter III . The 
findir;gs are divided under the major headings of (1) The 
Utilization of the Nurse Aides, (2) The Preparation of the 
Nurse Aides, and (3) The Amount of Job Satisfact ion or 
Dissatisfaction Derived by the Nurse Aides . Chapter IV 
includes a summary of the f indings , the conclusions, the 
proposals , and the suggestions for further study. As the 
1
1 study is being reported sol119time after the data was collected, 
the Epilogue contains measures which were taken in order to 
carry out the proposals . 
CHAPTER II 
UNDERLYING PHILOSOPHY 
The task of providing adequate nursing care for 
hospital patients has becolll9 much too great to be handled by 
any one group of the nursing personnel • 
• • • • the schools for the education of pro-
fessional nurses are unable to meet the demands 
for personne l to provide all types of nursing 
service. And again, some leaders in the nursing 
profession have pointed out that professional 
education is not necessary for the performance 
of certain nursing functions . l2 
The nurse-aide group , as a supplementary force assisti~ 
the professional nurses in the giving of patient care, is now 
considered an important part of most nursing services . However J1 
studies13,l4 reveal many confusions concerning the role of the 
nurse aide in the hospital structure because the functions of 
12 
Donald D. Stewart and Christine E. Needham, Tbe 
Auxiliary Nursin~ Personnel, Sponsored by the Arkansas State 
Nur'ses* Associat on, University of Arkansas Press , 1953, p. 4 . 
1 (Mi meographed) 
13 
Ibid. 
14 He len c. Hanson and John E. Stecklein, Nursing 
:' Functions in General Hospitals in the State of Minneso ta A 
Study of the Func tlons of the General Duty and Headriurses , 
Licensed Practical Nurses , and Nursing Aides , Sponsored by 
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Minnesota , 1955. (Mimeographed) 
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this type of worker have not been clearly defined by the 
nursing profession. 
Each hospital employing nurse aides usually follows 
some definite plan in preparing its nurse aides for their 
activiti es. Even so , how the nurse aide actually functions 
in the clinical situation can be influenced by many factors , 
such as the amount of supervision provided, whether or not 
the professional nurse responsible for the assigning of the 
nurse aide to patient care are fully informed of the amount 
and the type of preparation that the nurse aide has received, 
and whether or not a ll of the nursing personnel are cognizant 
of the limitations ~ich have been placed on the nurse- aide 
activities at the particular hospital in question. 
In a publication prepared by the Joint Committee on 
Practical Nurses and Auxiliary Workers, l 5 the opinion has been II 
expressed that there appears to be differences in the attitudes~ 
of the professional nurses toward the nurse aide . If not l 
governed by a clear cut ~ospital policy stating the extent and 
limitations Which have been placed on the nurse - aide functions , 
15 . Nursing Aides and Other Aux1liary Workers in Nursing 
Service, Prepared by the Joint Committee on Practical Nurses 
and Auxiliary Workers in Nursing Services , represented by the 
American Nurses ' Association, the National League for Nursing 
Education, and the National Association for Licensed Practical 
Nurses , edited by the Ameri can Nurses ' Association , New York, 
New York, 1950, p . 3. 
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the individual nurse may be guided by her own judgment or past 
experiences , so that, in the p l anning of assignments , it might 
be that she would limit the functions of the nurse aide to the 
J 
point where the nurse aide woul d not be making the contribution 
to patient care that she could or should. On the other hand, 
it might be the case that certain nurses , on occasion, would 
allow a particular nurse aide to assume responsibility for 
nursing tasks beyond her abil ity or preparation, thus present-
ing a threat to the safety of the patient. 
It is the responsibility of the administrator of each 
nursing service to analyze her own situation and to determine 
her own needs, in order that some guide l ines can be e s tablishe 
e for the proper utilization of the nurse-aide group . 
Functional analysis of the activities of all 
hospital personnel should be made so that 
those activities which require a degree of 
independent judgment and competence may be 
assigned to qualified professional nurses . 16 
Discriminating between the tasks which should be 
distinctly within the function of a professional nurse and 
those which could be de l egated to non- professional workers is 
difficult at best , as there are so many shifting relationships II 
existing among nursing personnel in different situations . In 
the determination of wh i ch tasks can be safely delegated to 
16 American Journal of Nursing, J uly 1950: 443 , from 
the presidential address to~e National League for Nursing 
Educ a t ion, Biennial Convention , May 1950. Agnes Gelinas . 
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nurse aides and those which should be retained as solely the 
responsibility of a professional nurse, the following factors 
must be taken into consideration: (1) The amount of 
specialized judgment and skill based upon knowledge and 
application of the biological, physical and social sciences 
required; and (2) The legal aspects of the practice of nursing . 
To assure the most effective utilization of the nurse 
. aides one should examine their activities from the viewpoint 
of whether or not some of their tasks might be more advan-
tageously carried out by other hospital personnel, thus 
releasing more of the time of the nurse aide for those nursing 
functions within her ability, which are directly concerned 
with the nursing care of the patient . 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SITUATION WITHIN WHICH THE STUDY 
EXISTED AND THE FINDINGS 
So that the reader may visualize the setting, preceding 
the presentation of the main findings, a brief description of II 
the situation within which the problem existed is g iven. I 
The Hospital Setting 
The hospital where this study was conducted is one of j 
the largest of its kind caring only for patients with eye, ear ' 
nose, and throat conditions. It numbers among the first 
hospitals in this country. 
It is comprised of 190 beds. and, in the year preceding 
this investigation , admitted 7 1 067 patients for treatment . 
The daily average bed occupancy was 133, with the average 
length of patient stay six days . There are five separate 
patient units , name ly two service wards, a pediatric ward, 
one private ward where the patients are non-segregated as to 
type of conditions , and one private ward which accommodates 
patients with eye conditions only. 
In the spring of 1955, when the data for this report 
were collected, the staffing pattern of the nursing depart-
ment was as follows: In the nursing office , there were five 
administr ative nurses; and in nursing education, one educa-
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tional director , one assistant educational director {who were 
responsible for the professional nurse programs) , and one 
nurse-aide instructor . In the clinical areas caring for the 
patients , were six headnurses , seven assistant headnurses, 
fifty-eight staff nurses , thirty- four of whom were employed 
on a full- time basis and twenty- four on a part time basis . 
Of the eleven professional nursing students who were at the 
hospital at this time , two were graduate nurses--enrolled in 
a supplementary course which the hospital offered in nursing 
of the specialty . Of the remaining, nine were nursing stu-
dents affiliating from a di ploma school of nursing . The non-
professional groups supplementing the professional nurses in 
the care of the patient, consisted of seven ward-secretaries 
and fifty-two nurse aides of whom thir ty-nine were female 
and. twe 1 ve male • 
Although t he staffing pattern of the nursing per-
sonnel on the two wards did not remain constant while the 
observation period was being conducted , there were usually 
two headnurses , three staff nurses , three ward- secretaries , 
and nine female and three male nurse aides on duty during tm 
day. In the evening, one staff nurse , three affiliating 
'' students , and one male and three female nurse aides were 
available for pa t ient care. At night , the two wards were 
staffed with two professional nurses , one male and one female 
nurse aides . 
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Description of the Nurse Aides in the Sample 
The sixteen nurse aides working on the two service 
wards at the hospital or approximately 31 per cent of the 
nurse aides employed, were included in the observation period. 
Fifteen of the same nur se aides supplied answers to 
the questionnaire . From these respondents to the questionnaire , 
the following description of the sample was obtained: 
1 . Eleven of the nurse a1 des were female and four 
male . There were eleven nurse aides represented 
by both sexes assigned to the day and four to 
the eveni ng working shifts . 
2 . The average length of time that the total number 
of nurse aides had been employed at the hospital 
was approximately four years. Five had been 
employed less than six months , two for two years, 
and the remainder of the nurse aides anywhere from 
six to twelve years or more . 
3 . The working experience of the nurse aides prior to 
employment at t his hospital varied. Six of them 
had worked as nurse aides in other hospitals, one 
had been a bookkeeper, one a telephone operator, 
one a former patient at this hospital, one had 
studied professional nursing in a three- year 
diploma school of nursing for two years and the 
others who had been employed directly following 
li 
!I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
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graduation from high school did not have any 
previous working experience. 
4. The reasons given by the nurse aides for seeking 
employment at this particular hospital were as 
shown in Table 1. 
TABLE 1 
REASONS WHICH INF1 L1.J""ENCED THE NURSE AIDES TO SEEK 
EMPLOYMENT AT THIS PARTICULAR HOSPITAL 
Reason 
Interested in giving patient care 
Hoped to enter professional nursing 
later 
Needed a job 
Lived near the hospital 
Number Giving the 
same reason 
10 
2 
2 
1 
TOTAL 15 
Preparation of the Nurse Aides at the Time of Studx 
From the interview with the nurse-aide instructor at 
the implementation of the investigation, it was learned that 
the current educational program for nurse aides had been com-
pletely r~vised two years previously. As copies of the former 
plan of teaching had been discarded and the nursing personnel 
who had been responsible for tre nurse-aide preparation at 
I 
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that time were no longer employed, it was difficult to estab-
1' lish just what had been taught the nurse aides who had been 
l'i at the hospital longer than a period of two years . 
11 Pertinent facts regarding the existing preparation of 
the nurse aides at the time of the study can be summarized as 
follows : 
1. The course was hospital pl anned; and mimeographed 
copies, outlining the essential steps to be taken 
for tbe carrying out of the various activities, 
were distributed to tm nurse aides at the time 
of employment. 
2 . For the most part, ·the instructions given to the 
nurse aides by the nurse-aide instructor duplicate< 
the generally accepted nurse - aide tasks as com-
piled for this report (See page 11 Chapter I); but 
there was additional preparation given for such 
procedures as tbe taking of blood pressures and 
the testing of diabetic patient ' s urine for sugar 
and acetone which would be designated as those 
belonging to a professional nurse (see page 12 
Chapter I) . In addition to this , the nurse aides 
were taught not only to make and prepare supplies 
for sterilizing but also to operate the autoclaves 
and steam sterilizers. These last functions were 
neither included among those as recommended as 
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being at a nurse-aide ' s level of performance nor 
could they be classified as belonging to a pro-
fessional nurse. It was apparent that these tasks 
should be the responsibility of individuals es -
pecially prepared for their work , who could carry 
out these functions efficiently and with regard 
to the safety of patient care . 
3 . The preparation for the making of supplies and the 
sterilizing was received by the nurse aides at any 
time after employment. It was given on the wards, 
some times by tre nurse-aide instructor but more 1 
often by nursing personnel assigned to the clinical! 
area. 
4 . The nurse-aide activities which were taught in the 
classroom by the nurse-aide instructor , followed 
the plan of teaching in consecutive order and with 
little flexibility. First , the nurse aides were 
instructed how to make beds , give baths, etc . At 
the end of the program, the preparation ~or taking 
blood pressures and the testing of urine was given. 
5 . There were no written records from the classroom 
to the clinical areas to keep the persons res-
ponsible for the assigning of the nurse aides to 
patient care informed of the progress made in tbe 
nurse - aide ' s preparation and her adequacy for the 
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satisfactory performance of the activities which 1 
had been taught. Communications between the nurse I 
aide instructor and the persons working directly 
with the nurse-aide group were limited to those 
given by word of mouth . 
6. The methods of teaching used in instructing the 
nurse aides were mostly demonstrations of the 
procedures by the nurse-aide instructor and a 
returned demonstration by the nurse aide under 
supervision. There were a few brief talks to 
orient the nurse aides to the hospital and to 
acquaint them with the limitations of the patients 
for whom they were to care . 
Factors Affecting the Preparation of the Nur~ Aides 
The nurse aides were replaced one by one as they 
resigned or for some reason their services were terminated . 
This meant that there was a dribbling of new nurse aides 
coming to tre hospital to be taught during the winter months . 
In June, a sizeable number of nurse aides were employed to 
cover for the vacation period as it was a hospital policy to 
grant the majority of vacations for personnel during the 
months of July and August. The irregularity of the arrival 
of the nurse aides during the greater part of the year 
presented a trying problem insofar as the planning for ade -
quate instructions for their work was concerned. 
11 
I 
f. 
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Some of the nurse aides were always at different 
stages of preparati on . This resul t e d in the major part of 
their preparation having been given on an i ndividual basis . 
Tbere wss a mixture of experienced and inexperienced nurse 
aides working side by side in the clinical situation. Because 
of the lack of effective communica tiona between tl'B nurse -
aide i ns true tor and th3 headnurses , no organized plan of 
patient assignment had been instigated whereby disti nction 
was made between the two groups and the amount of preparation 
that each had receive d. 
There was a nurse - ai.de ins true tor employed on a full-
time basis ; but her duties in additi on to being responsible 
for the preparation of t he nurse aides , consisted of re l ieving 
administrative nursing personnel for their time off duty . 
Sometimes this meant that she worked broken hours because the 
evening supervisor at the time did not start her work until 
seven o ' c l ock in the evening . The actual amount of time in 
one week that the i n structor had free for nurse - aide instruc-
tion was from twenty to twenty-four hours . Consequently , she 
was handicapped in the planning of the teaching and the ~ount 
of supervision that she could provide for the nurse - aide group . 
How tre se factors affected not only the preparation of 
the nurse aides but also their utilization will be noted later 
in the report . 
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The Fi n dings 
The data of the study ·a re presented for the most part 
in the form of tabulations and figures . First , is given the 
findings pertaining to the utilization of the nurse aides ; 
then , tre preparation of the nurse aides ; and, finally , the 
job satisfaction or dissatisfaction derived by the nurse aides 
The Util ization of the Nurse Aides 
This part of the repor t deals with the findings per-
taining to the activities performed, the fre quency of the per-
formance , and the time distr ibution of the nurse aides among 
the activities . It also shows which of the activities should 
be considered as the responsibility of a professional nurse 
and which could be reallocated to other hos~ital workers . 
Activities Performed and the Frequency of the Performance . It 
was found that seventy- two pe r cent of the activities as 
l .isted on the questionnaire were per.formed by the nurse aides ; 
whereas, twenty- eight pe r cent were not per for med. Tabl e 2 
shows that, according to the predetermined classifications of 
the activities which are defined on page 5 of Chapter I , of 
the seventy- two per cent of the activities which were carried 
out by the nurse aides, the frequency of the performance was 
as fol l ows : 47 per cent regularly ; 15 per cent occasionally; 
10 per cent rare ly; and, as mentioned above, 28 per cent 
never . 
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Because of the high percentage. of activities which 
were found to be never performed by these nurse aides, it 
might be questioned if the list of i terns as used on the 
questionnaire were truly representative of the activities 
which were assigned to these particular nurse aides . The 
findings show, to be sure, that although some of the acti-
vities were checked more often than others , all of the items I 
received one or more checks . This would indicate that 
the activities as compiled for this investigation were 
all of ! 
carried II 
out by tm nurse aides to some degree . 
From Table 2 it can be noted that 16 . 4 per cent of the 
activities in the area of general nursing were performed 
regularly , that is , the largest percentage of activities were 
carried out under the cl assification of direct patient care . 
However, in the same category, 10 . 2 per cent were never 
assigned to some of the nurse aides. Under tm classification 
of indirect patient care , the greatest number of activities 
which were performed regularly, was in the area of making and 
sterilizing of suppl ies; name l y 15.2 per cent ; whereas, thos e 
activities which were checked as never having been carried out 
in this category was only 2.8 per cent . 
I 
.: 
J.'ABLE 2 
PERCENTAGE OF THE CLASSIFIED ACTIVI TIES PERFORr-AED AND 'l'HE FREQUENCY OF THEIR 
PERFORMANCE . PERCENTAGE OF ACTIVI TI ES DESIGNA'l'ED Ao ACCEPTABLE NURSE AIDE, 
THOSE WHI CH SHOULD BE PROFESSIONAL NURSE, AND THOSE WHICH COULD BE DELEGATED 
TO OTHER HOSPI'l'AL WORKl!.:RS ARE I NDICATED 
FREQUE N CY OF PE RF O R MANC E 
. 
Occasionally r Rarely . Never 
J 
Classification II I 
Re~larl~ ~ I ~ Ot:j 1-3 II > 1-d Ot:1 t-3 :.> ~ Otj 1-3 > 1-0 Otj 8 I"$ C"t (I) 0 ..... I"$ C"t(l) 0 ..... I"$ cT(D 0 ..... 6 cT(I) 0 P. o ::n -• C"t ~ 0 P"i-' cT p. 0 ~ ~-~ cT p. ::s' l-' c:t 
of CD 1-11 (I) (I) ~ (!) ~ (I) (I) ,:0 CD 1-11 mm ~ CD H;a (I) CD ll1 
* 
• 1-J OQ 1-' • 'iOQ 1-' • 1-JOQ • 'i~ ..., 
* 
Ill 
* ~~ )~') Activities ~ ~ c:t ~ z ::;!C"t ~ :::itt Oa> om s::: 0(!) 0(1) 
'i *p. 'i ~p.. ~ ~p. 'i *~ rn ttl ?;' rtl m ('D ('D C"t <D 'bc:t ('D <nc:t m ro c:+ 
* 
1"$0 t-$0 1"$0 '"SO 
* 
Ol fll fll fll 
* * 
* 
* 
-
* Direct Patient 
Care 
General Nursing 16.4 0 0 16.4 6.o .4 0 6 .!~ 3·5 . ~ 0 4.3 5·1 5·1 0 10 . 2 
Food 1.0 0 2.2 3·2 .1 .1 1. 4 1.6 0 . 1 l. l.J. 1.5 0 . 2 1.6 1.8 
Transportat ion 
. 4 of Patients 0 0 3·g 3· g 0 0 .,4 0 0 .s .g 0 0 1. 9 1.9 
Indirect Ps.tient 
Care 
Suppl ies 0 0 15.1 1 5 ~1 0 0 . 9 . 9 0 0 1.5 1.5 0 0 2.g 2.8 
Checki ng and 
. '+ . '+ 1~ 6 6.1 Recording 0 .s 1. 2 0 1.2 
· 3 0 . 9 1.2 . 9 0 5. 2 Housekeepi ng 2 . 0 0 1.2 4•2 .8 0 1.0 1.8 .1 0 . 2 :~ 1. 2 0 1.4 2.6 Errands 0 0 4.1 .1 0 0 2.3 2. 3 0 0 . 4 0 0 2. 6 2.6 
Total 19.8 0 37.8 47.0 7-3 ·5 7· 2 15. 0 3· 9 . 9 4.2 10 . 0 7· 2 5· 3 12. 0 28 .0 
Sou rces: *Compi lation of Data from Questionnaire 
~Ht-Compilation by Comparison of Data from Questionnaire with Acceptable Nurse Aide 
Ac tiviti es 
***Compi lat i on According to Criteria for Professiona l Nurse Funct ions 
****Compi lation According to Criteria for the Delegation of Acti vi ties to other 
Hospital Workers 
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' Time Distribution of the Nurse Aides among the Activities . 
From Figures I, II, and III inclusive, an analysis of the per-
i 
centage of time spent by the nurse aides in the various activit 
areas during the observation period can be noted. 
I' I Figure I indicates that the nurse aides devoted 53 . 3 
II per cent of their time in the performance of those nursing 
11 functions which were directly related to patient care and 43 
per cent of their time to those which would be concerned with 
the indirect care of the patient . Nearly one half of the time 
'
'I 
of the nurse aides was spent away from the bedside of the 
patient . From Figure I, it can be noted that there was 3 . 7 
per cent of idle time recorded. This was intervals of time 
when the nurse aides were not engaged in any task which could 
be classified as contributing to patient care . Meal time and 
coffee breaks were not included in this estimation. 
From Figures II and III i t can be noted that the time 
distribution of the nurse aides among the activities according 
to tre breakdown of the predetermined classifications on page 5 . 
Chapter I , Figure II deals with those activities classified 
I under the direct care of the patient and the time spent in 
II 
their performance . The total percentage of time found to be 
devoted to these functions was 53 . 3 per cent. Of this time , 
35 . 2 per cent was spent on those activities as classified under 
general nursing, 9 . 5 per cent in those relative to food, and 
8 . 6 per cent in those pertaining to the trans porta ti on of 
Direct 
Patient 
Care 
Indirect 
Patient 
Care 
Idle 
Time 
General 
Nursing 
Care 
Food 
Trans-
portation 
of 
Patients 
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FIGURE I 
Percentage of Time Distribution of the Nurse 
Aides Among those Activities Classified as 
Direct and Indirect Patient Care. Idle Time 
is Shown.is-
0 10 20 30 40 ~0 60 
53.3~ 
*Data based on observations made by ratio-
delay technique. 
FIGURE II 
Percentage of Time Distribution of the Nurse 
Aides Among those Activities Classified Under 
Direct Patient Care .if-
0 lrO 20 
' 
30 
I 40 50 
35.3% 
*Data based on observations made by ratio-
delay technique. 
60 
Suppl ies 
Checking 
and 
Recording 
House-
keeping 
Errands 
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FIGURE III 
Percentage of Time Distribution of the Nurse Aides 
among those Activi ties Classified Under Indir ect 
Patient Care . * 
0 10 20 30 40 50 
29.5?b -I 
5 . 5% r 
4.4%/ 
3.6~ 
_ , 
*Data based on observations made by ratio- delay 
t echnique. 
60 
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patients . The percentage of time spent in the performance of 
those activities classified under the indirect care of the 
patient is shown in Figure III . The largest percentage of 
II time that was spent in this classification was in the making 
and the sterilizing of supplies--29.5 per cent . Of this time, 
10.3 per cent was devoted to sterilizing and 19 . 2 per cent to 
the making of supplies . Checking and recording took another 
1l 5 . 5 per cent of the time of the nurse aides; housekeeping , 
11 4.4 per cent; and the transportation of patients 9 . 5 per cent. 
1 The transporta~ion of patients and the errands required the nurs 9 
I. aides to be away from the c l inical area 12 . 2 per cent of their 
time on duty . 
Activities Which Should be the Respons ibility of a. Professional 
Nurse . 
The comparison of tre list of acceptable nurse-aide 
activities with that of the list of activities which had been 
I' 
known to have been carried out by the nurse aides (Chapter I, 
page 9 ) to determine any differences, showed that there were 
I 
activities appearing on the last list which did not appear on 
the first. Of these, according to the predetermined criteria 
I (Chapter I, page 5 ) , the following were de signa ted as pro-
t 
fessional nurse functions: 
Applying wrist and waist restraints 
Applying black masks for eye protection 
Assisting doctors with dressings 
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Colostomy dressings and irrigations 
Feeding patients with Levine tube 
Flaxseed poultices, making and applying 
Shampoo for pedicul osis 
Suctioning laryngectomy and tracheotomy patients 
Steam inhalations 
Taking blood pressures 
Testing diabetic patients ' urine 
From Table 2 on page 33 , it can be noted that .5 per 
I cent and . 9 per cent of these activities were performed by the 
nurse aides occasionally and rarely. None of tre professional 
I nurse functions were carried out regularly by the nurse aides 
participati ng in the investigation. In fact , 5 . 3 per cent of 
these activities were checked as never been assigned to these 
particular nurse aides . However, although the actual amount 
was small , there were definite indications that the nurse aides 
I were being expec ted to perform tasks for which they did not 
background knowledge and, there -
of the patient may have been 
I possess the necessary skill or 
II fore, threats to the safe care 
1 involved. 
I Activities Which Could be Delegated to Other Classification of 
II Workers . 
I There were also activities which were on tl::e list of 
I those which the nurse aides were known to have been cari•ying 
II 
out but which did not appear among the acceptable nurse aide 
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activities, such as the fo l lowing: 
Dressing, making of and sterilizing 
Ear fluffs 
Ear cuts 
Ear wicks 
Mosher strips 
Largngectomy 
Tacheotomy 
Gloves, preparing for sterilization and sterilizing 
Washing 
Powdering 
Mending 
Sets, preparing for sterilization and sterilizing 
Ear packs 
Ca theriza tion 
Largngectomy 
Tracheotomy 
Eye dressing packs 
Ear dressing packs 
Eye irrigating 
Ear irrigating 
Suture 
Col d compress 
Hot compress 
Eye preparation 
Ear preparation 
Emergency b l eeding tray 
Aseptic technique of handling sterile goods 
Preparing for steril ization and sterilizing 
Cotton bal ls 
Sponges , large and small 
Disposable medicine droppers 
Mecl:'l..anic 1 s waste 
Applicators and tooth pick swabs 
Eye pads 
Ear wicks 
Ear cuts 
Cleaning 
Autoclaves 
Sterilizers 
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These activities could not be c lassified as nurse-aide 
functions and neither could they be considered as functions 
1 which shoul d be performed by professional nurses . For reasons 
of safe patient care, persons scientifically trained in the 
principles of sterilization arrl with a knowledge of bacteriolo~ 
should be responsible for the preparation of dressings and their 
I sterilization. The largest number of activities found to be 
il performed by the nurse aides in any one category of indirect 
1patient care was in the area of making and sterilizing supplies ; 
t; 
29 . 5 per cent of their time was spent in this manner. If 
I 
reckoned in actual time in aggregate of the sixteen nurse aides 
I, i h t in a week's per od t ey would have spen 188 hours and 40 
minutes engaged in the performance of these tasks. All of the 
responsibility concerned with this routine and time-consuming 
!aspect of .indirect patient care, in all probability, could 
l have been accomplished more efficiently and satisfactory by a 
11 central supply service especially set up for this purpose . 
1 According to the criteria to be used in determining 
which of tbe acceptable nurse-aide activities could be delegated 
I to other hospital workers (Chapter I , page 5 ) , the pl an of 
delegation which was made at the beginning of the investigation 
was as shown in Table 3. Referring back to Table 2 on page 33 
one can note that of the activities which were designated as 
II 
those which could have been reallocated to other hospita l 
workers, 37. 8 per cent were performed r egularly , 7 . 2 per cent 
II 
,, 
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occasionally , and 9 . 2 per cent rarely. 
In Table 4 it is shown that the nurse aides spent 
4 . 5 per cent of their time or , if calculated in terms of a 
forty- hour week for sixteen nt~se aides, 28 hours and 25 
minutes in those tasks which rightfully belonged to the djetary 
department . Such activities as serving and carrying trays ~eed 
not be tbe responsibil ity of the nursing department . Nursing 
should see that tbe patients are ready for meals so that there 
is no loss of palatabil ity because of heat loss to food in the 
delay of' readiness of th9 patient to eat the food when it 
arrives . Nursing should also have the r e sponsibili ty of co -
ordinating with the dietary department as to the feeding of 
the patients who need he l p and ascertaining whether or not 
the food service meets the nutritional needs of the patient 
in terms of the patient ' s appetite and the keeping of the 
dietary department informed r egarding fa i lure to eat food 
des i gnated to meet nutritiona l needs . The maintaining of a 
supply of fresh water at the bedside of the patient neces-
sarily becomes a function that must be assumed by nursing as 
it is a continuous twenty- four hour service and relates to 
body fluid balance . Decisions are often requir ed far the 
l imiting or the forcing of f l uids depending upon the patient ' s 
condition . 
Als~ as shown in Table 4 , the activities which coul d 
have become the responsibility of the housekeeping department 
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TABLE 3 
ACCEPTABLE NURSE AIDE ACTIVITIES WITH PLAN OF DELEGATION TO 
OTHER CLASSIFICATION OF HOSPITAL WORKERS INDICA TED 
Acceptable Nurse Aide 
I Activities 
I 
!I Direct Patient Care 
General Nursing 
A.M . , P. M. , and evening care 
Assisting patients 
In and out of bed 
To and from stretcher 
Walking 
Assisting with admission, 
discharge, and transfer of 
patients 
Checking clothes 
Admission, temperatures, pulse 
and respirations 
Pos t -mortum care 
Bed baths 
Complete 
Partial with back rub 
Bed making 
Empty 
Recovery 
Occupied 
With cradle 
With bedsides 
Bedpans and urinals , giving and 
care of 
Collection of specimens 
Urine 
Stool 
Sputum 
Compresses , ice, applying 
Enemas 
Cleansing 
Oil retention 
Moving , turning, and positioning 
of patients, assisting with 
Activities which Could 
Be Delegated to the 
Hospital Departments 
Indi ca ted Be low 
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Table 3 continued. Acceptable Nurse Aide Activities with Plan 
of Delegation to Other Classification of Hospital Workers 
Ind.i ca ted. 
II Acceptable Nurse Aide 
II Activities 
I 
I 
Pre-operative and post-operative 
care of the patient, assisting with 
Precaution technique, principles of 
Hand scrubbing 
Face masks, use of 
Gown, use of 
Dishes, care of 
Equipment, care of 
Preparation of patient for x-ray, 
assist with 
Setting up far and assisting with 
examinations 
Complete physical 
Eye 
Ear 
Nose 
Throat 
Shampoo 
Cleansing 
Temperatures, pulse, and 
respirations, taking of 
Food 
j --
Filling water pitchers 
Feeding patients from trays 
Nourishments between meals 
Che eking :tr ays 
Serving trays 
Pas sing trays 
Collecting trays 
Transportation of Patients 
To smoking room 
To bathroom 
To x-ray 
To retina service 
To out-patient-department 
Activities which Could 
Be Delegated to the 
Hospital Departments 
Indicated Below 
Dietary Department 
Dietary Department 
Dietary Department 
Dietary Department 
Dietary Depart.ment 
Dispatch Service 
Dispatch Service 
Dispatch Service 
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Table 3 continued. Acceptable Nurse Aide Activities with 
of' Delegation to Other Classification of Hospital Workers 
I Indicated . 
Plan 
,======================================= 
I Acceptable Nurse Aide Activities 
1 Transportation of Patients (continued) 
To other hospital departments 
for treatments, examinations , 
and conferences 
To operating room, with 
chaperone 
From recovery room with 
chaperone 
Indirect Patient Care 
Cleanin~ 
Utili y rooms 
Patient ' s bedside equipment 
Daily 
Discharge 
Beds , as part of' discharge 
Bedside tables 
Daily 
Discharge 
Treatment room 
Dressing cart 
Line n room 
Kitchen 
Nurse ' s station 
Hospital equipment 
Loc lre rs, patients t 
Changing patients ' 
curtains at bedside 
~ecking and Recording 
Checking 
Linen 
Ward Inventory 
Recording 
Temperatures , pulse and 
respirations 
Activities which Could 
Be Delegated to the 
Hospital Department 
Indicated Below 
Dispatch Service 
Dispatch Service 
Dispatch Service 
Housekeeping Department 
Housekeeping Department 
Housekeeping Deptartmen 
Housekeeping Department 
Housekeeping Department 
Dietary Department 
Housekeeping Department 
Housekeeping Department 
Housekeeping Department 
Housekeeping Department 
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Table 3 continued. Acceptable Nurse Aide Activities with Plan 
of Delegation to Other Classification of Hospital Workers 
'I Indicated . 
II 
I! 
I 
ll 
I 
Acceptable Nurse Aide 
Activities 
Checking and Recording (continued) 
Recording (continued) 
Making out laboratory slips 
for urine and stool specimens 
Intake and output 
Errands 
Trips to x-ray 
Trips to other hospital 
departments 
Trips to nursing office 
Trips to pharmacy (adjoining 
hospital) 
Trips to Out-Patient-Department 
Activities which Could 
Be Delegated to the 
Hospital Department 
Indicated Below 
Dispatch Service 
Dispatch Service 
Dispatch Service 
Dispatch Service 
Dispatch Service 
- I -
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took 2.6 per cent of the nurse aide time for their performance . 
Computed for the sixteen nurse aides for a forty- hour week the 
time was 17 hours and 30 minutes . Much of the cleanliness not 
only of the hospital itself but also of the patient ' s equipment , 
I 
utility rooms , lockers , and discharge tm.its of the patients , 
can be very effectively done by a well-organized and supervised 
housekeeping department . 
Table 4 shows that the nurse aides spent 12 . 2 per cent 
of their time --if figured on a weekly basis for the sixteen 
nurse aides , 78 hours and 15 minutes in the transportation of 
patients and in the gping on errands . If a reliable dispatch 
service had b een available, this time of the nurse aides could 
have been released to be used perhaps more advantageously for 
the care of the patient . 
Preparation of the Nurse Aides 
All of the data which is reported in this portion of 
the study (which deals with the preparation of the nurse aides) 
was supplied by the nurse aides, themselves; and , therefore 
represents their conceptions as to what they were taught, by 
whom, where , and the length of time after employment that the 
preparat ion was given for the various activities . 
Activities for Which tbe Nurse Aides ~ Prepared 
In Table 5, it is shown that the nurse aides were 
prepared for 72 per cent of the activities which they were 
expected to carry out . Of these, 12 . 3 per ~nt were activities 
11 
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which should be the responsibility of a professional nurse; 
for that reason, no preparation for these activities should 
have been given the nurse aides . The nurse aides were not 
prepared for 28 per cent of the activities which the study 
shows on page 31 of this chapter, that they,at times, performed. 
Furthermore , 8.5 per cent of these activities for which no 
preparation had been given , were among those which were 
I 
1 designated as professional nurse functions; yet , the nurse 
I 
aides were apparently expected to carry them out without any 
I ins true tions • The continuance of this practice would defi-
II 
II 
ni tely suggest that hazards to tm safe care of the patient 
must have existed. This situation should be investigated 
further . 
~ Whom the Nurse Aides ~ Prepared 
From Table 6, it can be noted that the nurse-aide 
instructor prepared the nurse aides for only 15 per cent of 
II their activities; the graduate nurses on the floors 18 per 
cent; and other nurse aides 39 per cent. A total of 59 per 
cent of the nurse - aide preparation was given by the graduate 
,, 
1 nurses on the f l oors and other nurse aides . As has already 
I been reported under the activities for which the nurse aides 
were prepared, 28 per cent of the activities assigned to the 
' nurse aides were those for which they had never received any 
instructions. This fact would certainly indicate that more 
adequate supervision should be provided for this group of 
- 49 - . 
'1 of workers and more care should be given to the assignments of 
patient care . 
II 
I 
TABLE 5 
PERCENTAGE OF AC TIVITIES FOR ~~ICH THE NURSE AIDES 
RECEIVED OR DID NOT RECEIVE PREPARATION AND THOSE 
WHICH SHOULD BE PROFESSIONAL 1~SE FUNCTIONS 
-:~Total Per- :!-Professional * Other 
Preparation centage All Nurse Activities 
Activitie s Activities 
Given 72 12. 3 59 . 7 
. 
Not Given 28 8 . 5 19 . 5 
- -- -
Total 100 20. 8 79 . 2 
~:-source: Compilation from data obtained from questionnaire . 
From these data, it can be clearly seen that the 
graduate nurses in the clinical areas were the worse offenders 
) as far as this type of teaching was concerned. 
By examining Table 6, the percentage of preparation 
I which was given the n'lirse aides by the different nursing per-
sonnel, according to the breakdown of classifications of the 
I 
activities under direct and indirect patient care , can be noted. 
It was found that the nurse - aide instruc tor had a part i n the 
teaching of practically a l l of t he nurse- aide activitie s except 
the errands for which it i s natural to assume that very little 
preparation woul d be required . The nurse-aide instructo~s 
TABLE 6 
PERCENTAGE OF CLASSIFIED AC TIVI TIES FOR WHICH PREPARATION WAS 
GIVEN BY DIFFERENT NURSING PERSONNEL AND THOSE WEICH SHOULD BE 
PROFESSIONAL NURSE FUNCTIONS 
Classification .;~ Preparation .;e- Preparation -ll- Preparation 
Given by Given by Given by 
of Nurse Aide Graduate Nurses Another Nurse 
Instructor 
-
on the Floors Aide 
Activities Total Prof . Nurse Total Prof . Nurse Total Prof . Nurse 
Direct Patient Care General Nursin_g ___ 10. 7 2 . 2 11. 6 6 .8 0 0 
Food 2 . 4 0. 1 . 5 . 9 0 0 
Transportation of 
Patients 0 . 2 0 . 6 0 4 . 7 0 
Indirect Patient Care 
Supplies -- . 4 0 2 . 2 1 . 0 29 . 3 0 
Checking and 
Recording 1 . 8 0 2 . 6 2 . 3 0 0 
Housekeeping . 5 0 . 5 0 s .o 0 
Errands 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 15. 0 2.3 18 . 0 10. 0 39. 0 0 
-!~Source: Compilation from Data Obtained from Questionnaire 
C11 
0 
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teaching for the most part was concentrated in the area of 
general nursing . Nine per cent of the activities for which 
she gave preparation was in this category; but , of these, 1 . 7 
per cent were those which should have been professional nurse 
functions . The graduate nurses on the floors taught in all 
of the nurse - aide activity areas, but 6 . 8 per cent of this 
teaching was of professional nurse functions . The nurse - aide 
teaching was primarily in the area of making and sterilizing 
supplies, but instructions in the transportation of patients 
ani i n housekeeping was also g iven by this type of personnel. 
Where the Nurse Aides Were Prepared 
Table 7 shows that 15 per cent of the preparation was 
given to tte nurse aides in the classroom by the nurse-aide 
instructor and that 49 per cent was given in the clinical areas 
by the graduate nurses and other nurse aides . 
The Length of Time after Employxmnt that the Nurse 
Aides Were Prepared 
As can be noted in Table 8, most of the preparation was 
given to tte nurse aides during the first month fol lowing 
employment. Forty-one per cent of the commonly accepted tasks 
for a nurse aide was taught during the f:irst two weeks of: 
employment; 29 per cent, from the third to the sixth week 
period; and only 2 per cent, after that time . The preparation 
for the performance of those activities which should have been 
the responsibility of a professional nurse was not started 
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TABLE 7 
PERCENTAGE OF ACTIVITIES FOR WHICH PREPARATION 
WAS GIVEN IN THE CLASSROOM AND ON THE WARDS AND 
THOSE WHICH SHOULD BE PROFESSIONAL NURSE FUNCTIONS 
Area where ~;.Total -3~Profes sional -:~Other 
Preparation Percentage of Nurse Activities 
Was Given All Activities Activities 
Classroom 15 2 13 
Wards 57 10 . 3 46 . 7 
Total 72 12 . 3 59.7 
, ->l-Source : Compilation from data obtained from the questionnaire 
TABLE 8 
PERCENTAGE OF ACTIVITIES FOR WHICH PREPARATION 
WAS GIVEN AT DIFFERENT PERIODS OF TIME AFTER 
EMPLOTI~NT AND THOSE WH ICH SHOULD BE PROFESSIONAL 
NURSE F1UNCTIONS 
Period of Time -~!-Total -:!-Professional -:<-Other 
after Percentage of Nurse Activities 
Empl oyment All Activities Actlvities 
One week 20 0 20 
Two weeks 21 0 21 
Three weeks 9 3 6 
One month 16 4 . 7 11.3 
Six weeks 4 3 . 6 . 4 
Longer than 
six weeks 2 1 . 0 1 . 0 
Total 72 12. 3 59 . 7 
e -::-Source : Compilation of data obtained from the questionnalre 
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unti 1 the third week of employment; then, it increased in 
number until after the sixth week period, when it started to 
decrease. The findings appear to indicate that, as the nurse 
aides spent more tine on the wards, they were 1 gradually, 
expected to carry activities of a more advanced nature than 
those which they had been taught in the classroom. 
The Amount of Job Satisfaction or Dissatisfaction 
DeriVed~ t~ NurseAides 
For reasons of economical and adequate staffing, it was 
necessary at times to transfer the nurse aides to various clini 
cal areas within t~ hospital. It had been the experience in 
this particul ar hospital that, when the nurse aides were assign 
to one floor at tm time of employnent and allowed to remain 
there indefinitely, they resented being sent to another ward w 
t~ need arose. This attitude can be readily understood as the 
reared the unknown, the un:f'amiliar, and the working with nursin I, 
personne 1 whom they did not know. The problem of properly 
staffing all of the wards for effective patient care was a 
serious one. Because of absenteeism and illness, it was neces-
sary to move personne l rrom one clinical area to another for 
proper coverage. The existing attitude of the nurse aides 
about this situation prompted their opinions in regard to the 
rotating which is to be so licitated in this study. 
Table 9 shows that eleven nurse aides of the study did 
not wish to be assigned to another floor or to the recovery room, 
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but four nurse aides did not object to the experi ence. Ten 
nurse aides did not want to go to the operating ro om, but five 
nurse aides welcomed the opportunity. Two of the nurse aides 
appreciated rotating to all of the clinical areas during the 
orientation period; but, after tha t period, they wished to re-
main on one floor. A clue to t.t:e solution of this problem in 
staf fing might well be found in the suggestion which was g iven 
by two ·of the nurse aides; namely if the nurse aides were ex-
pee ted to be asked to help out in all of the clinical al"eas at 
times o~ need, an orientation period on all of ~he floors should 
be planned as part of their preparation. If such a plan was to 
be instigated, t he resentment encountered from the nurse - aide 
group because of being moved from ward to ward might be lessened 
TABLE 9 
OPINIONS OF THE AIDES ON ROTATION WITH 
NEGATIVE AND AFFIRMA TIVE ANSWERS-r.-
Total Number 
Area of rotation Number of Answering 
Nurse Aides No 
To other floors 15 11 
To recovery room 15 11 
To operating room 15 10 
Number 
Answering 
Yes 
4 
4 
5 
*Source: Compiled from data collected from the questionnaire 
Note : Two nurse aides would like to rotate during the orienta-
tion period; but, after that they wished to remain in 
one clinic a l area. 
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but four aides did not object to the experience. Ten aides 
did not want to go to the operating room, but five aides 
welcomed the opportunity. Two of the aides appreciated 
rotating to all of the clinical areas during the orientation 
I period; but, after that period, they wished to remain on one 
I floor. A clue to the solution of this problem in staffing 
might well be found in the suggestion which was given by two 
of the nurse aides ; usually if the nurse aides were expected 
to be asked to help out in all of the c l inical areas at times 
of need, an orientation period on all of the floors should be 
planned as part of their preparation. If such a plan was to be 
jl instigated, the resentment encountered from the nurse - aide 
1 group because of being moved from ward to ward might be lessene • 
'I 
rl 
!I 
TABLE 9 
OPINIONS OF THE AIDES ON ROTATION ~~TH 
NEGATIVE A~"D AFFIRMATIVE ANSWERS-!:· 
Total Number 
Area of rotation Number of Answering 
Aides No 
To other floors 15 11 
To recovery room 15 11 
To operating room 15 10 
Number 
Answering 
Yes 
4 
4 
5 
, -r.·Source : Compiled from data collected from th3 questionnaire 
Note: Two aides would like to rotate during the orientation 
period; but , after that they wished to remain in one 
clinical area. 
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T4e opinions and the suggestions offered by the nurse 
aides regarding their work displayed a good bit of feeling and 
satisfaction in their work; but at the same time , indicated 
many areas where i mprovement would be welcomed. Th~ expressed 
II a desire for personal dignity , to know their patients better, 
to have an organizatio~ of their group , and to work with the 
professional nurses as a team rather than to have each type of 
nursing personnel work more or less independentl y . Although in 
most instances their salar ies were low, only 26 . 8 per cent of 
the nurse aides mentioned sal ary raises. Tabl e 10 indicates 
that several of the nurse aides gave the same suggestions, but 
there were a few individua l s who projected very thoughtful re -
' flections pertaining to their role as par t of the nursing staff 
TABLE 10 
SUGGESTIONS GIVEN BY THE AIDES AND PERCENTAGE OF 
NURSE AIDES GIVING THE SAME SUGGESTIONS 
Suggestions 
1 Less trips wi til food racks by having 
more than five trays served at once 
A larger dressing room with a couch 
for the aides, not in the basement 
Increase in wages 
Nurse aides wanted to give more and 
better nursing care . There was not 
enough time to care properly for the 
patients because of making supplies . 
"We woul d like time to get to know 
, our patients so that we would be in 
a better position to understand and 
he l p them." 
Percentage of Aides 
Gi ving the Same 
Suggestion 
33 . 5 
26 . 8 
26 . 8 
26 . 8 
II 
II 
II 
I 
' ,, 
ll 
II 
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Table 10 (Continued) 
Suggestions 
Each aide would like her own uniform. 
"A nurse aide takes pride in her appear-
ance; and when someone else wears the 
uniforms , they become torn and shabby." 
Individual locker keys 
Organization of the a ide group with 
periodic meetings 
Less pushing of heavy beds and wheel 
chairs--long distances and up ramps 
Nurse aides resented being sent to other 
floors when help was not sent to them 
when it was needed 
The supply of linen was inadequate 
Messenger service was needed 
Incentive program with material rewards 
Replacements for nights aides out ill 
Percentage of Aides 
Giving the Same 
Suggestion 
20 . 1 
13 . 4 
13.4 
13.4 
13 . 4 
13. 4 
13 . 4 
6 . 7 
so that day aides would work only days 6 . 7 
All utilities for patient care should 
be more centrally located 6.7 
More cards with directions for making 
up packs were needed 6 . 7 
Frequent discrimination was shown nurse 
aides by some superiors 6 . 7 
Much friction could be avoided if the 
nurse aides were regarded as human beings 
whose feet become calloused because of the 
errors and whims of " too many bosses . 11 
Why not have one person to give orders 
instead of everybody who wears a cap? 6 .7 
I 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS , PROPOSALS , AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Summary and Conclusions 
The study was undertaken to determine 
1. The adaptability of the ratio- delay technique 
of observing to the study of nurse aides 
activities 
2 . How effectively the nurse aides were utilized 
in terms of 
< 
the activi ties to whi ch they were assigned 
time distribution of the nurse aides among 
the ac tivi ties 
whether or not the assigned activities were 
within the scope of a nurse aide or should 
be the responsibility of a professional nurse 
____ what , if any, of the activities assigned to 
the nurse aides could be de l egated to other 
classification of hospital workers 
3. The adequacy of the existing plan of preparation 
of the nurse a i des , reganding 
the activities to which they were assigned 
whether or not the preparation was conducive 
to safe patient care 
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4. The amount of job satisfaction or dissatisfaction ~ 
derived by tre nurse aides . 
The significant findings emerging from thi s study of 
the nurse aides at a specialized hospital caring for 
patients with eye, ear , nose , and throat conditions , are g iven ! 
in two par ts--those pertaining to method and to data. 
In Re l ation to Method . The method of studying activities by 
the ratio-delay or work- sampling t echni que of observation 
which was previously applied to the study of this ho spital by 
the Nursing Council of Boston, 17 was found to be equally 
adaptable to the study of nurse -aide activities . 
The work-sampling technique is recommended for studies 
where all types of nursing personnel are to be studied and whe 
a knowledge of the time distribution among the activities is 
desired . However, if the quality of the nursing care being 
observed is the objective , a more continuous method of ob-
servation would be required and would, no doubt, bring out 
-
facts which could not be uncovered by the ratio- delay 
technique. 
In Relation to Method . Before a ratio of g raduate registered 
nurses to nurse aides can be established in relation to main-
17 Nursing Council of Boston, "Study of tre Activities 
of the Staff Nurses in TwelVe Local Hospitals ," 1953 
(Mimeographed ) 
. 
iJ 
' 
I 
, 
I 
~ 
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taining the standards of care desirable for patients with eye, 
ear, nose, and throat conditions at the hospital of the study, 
experimentation with better uti l ization of the nurse aides 
would be necessary. 
If the safe care of the patient is to result, 
modifications have been shown to be needed . 
1. The nurse aides are not being utilized effectively 
2 . 
for the safe care of the patient . They are carry-
ing out activities which should be performed by 
professional nurses who have the e ssential back-
ground of scientific knowledge underlying such 
procedures as are found l is ted in Chapter I , 
page 12 . 
According to the classifications of the activities 
as predetermined for this investigation, most of 
the nurse aide's time--35 . 2 per cent--was spent 
in the pe r formance of those activities concerned 
with general nursing . However, 29• 5 per cent of 
t he nurse aide ' s time was diverted f rom those 
activities which would improve the care to the 
patients if their work was centralized outside 
of the clinical unit and supervised by a person 
skilled in the scientific basis of sterilization 
and personnel management. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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3 . Although the nurse aides are considered part of 
the nursing staff , they are engaged in activities 
which rightfully belong to the dietary and the 
housekeeping department and, possibly , to an 
errand service . In fact, if it could have been 
arranged to real l ocate certain of the nurse - aide 
activities to these other hospital departments , 
and a central supply 50. 5 per cent of nurse aide ' s 
time or 16 hours of tbe 32 hours included in the 
observation period could have been released to be 
utilized perhaps more advantageousl y for the care 
of the patient. 
As the preparation received by the nurse aides 
for the performance of their activities cannot he l p 
but influence the manner in which the nurse aides 
can be u tilized , certain facts brought out in the 
portion of tqe study dealing witi~ analysis of the 
nurse - aide preparation surely should be given 
serious consideration in the planning for improved 
utilization of the nurse - aide group . 
1. The nurse aides were prepared for 72 per cent 
of the activities which they performed, but 
t~y were not prepared for 28 per cent . Of 
the activities fo~ which they did receive 
.preparation, 12.3 per cent were designated as 
those which should belong to a professional 
II 
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nurse . It was also discovered not only that 
the nurse aides were car rying out functions 
which should have been the responsibility of 
a professional nurse but that 8 . 5 per cent of 
these functions were carried out without any 
instructions . This practice definitely 
indicates that threats to the safe care of the 
patient might well have been involved . 
2 . Other nurse aides taught 39 per cent of the 
preparation which was given the aides . The 
largest percentage of this type of instruction 
was found to be in the area of making and 
sterilizing of supplies . The aide instructor 
gave 15 per cent of the nurse aide preparation. 
The major part of her teaching was carried out 
in the classroom. The graduate nurses on the 
floors had assumed the responsibility for 
preparing t he nurse aides for 18 per cent of 
the activi t ies which they were expected to 
perform. Of these 10 per cent were professiona 
nurse functions . 
3 . It was found that the largest part of the 
preparation of the nurse aides was accomplished 
during the first month following their employ-
ment. Any of the activities which were con-
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sidered as professional nurse functi ons were not 
taught the nurse aides until the third week of 
employment and then the concentration of this type 
of teaching increased until the sixth week when it 
started to decrease. 
4 . The suggestions and opinions which were supplied 
by the nurse aide regarding job satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction showed that : 
a . Approximately three fourths of the nurse 
aides resented being sent to other clinical 
areas of the hospital to work when they were 
needed for a de qua te staffing. Two nurse aides 
expressed a des ire to rotate to all of t'te 
wards during the or ient ation period but after 
that wished to remain in one area . 
b . The nurse aides suggested that, (1) their 
wages be increased, (2) they would like group 
organization with periodic meetings, (3) the 
facilities in their dressing rooms should be 
improved, (4) they have their own uniforms 
during employment, (5) less time should be 
spent in the making and steri lizing of supplies 
and more time with the patients , (6) they 
should learn more about the patients for whom 
they were caring, and (7) they should have a 
\ 
II 
II 
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better working relationship with the pro-
fessional nurses . 
c . The nurse aides felt a need for better 
supervision if they were to give their best 
service to the patients . This was expressed 
by 26 . 8 per cent of the nurse aides studied. 
Proposals 
Indications have been shown in the reporting of this 
study whereby improved utilization of the nurse-aide group 
j' can be b:~ug::.::o::.::i:::a:::~o::n~:·:::::: and the 
II 
limitations of the activities 'which should be 
assigned to a nurse aide based on what the nurse 
aide needs to know to perform safely the activity 
needed. Adequate preparation should be provided 
for the nurse aide to carry out their functions . 
2 . Services from other hospital departments should 
be provided for some of the activities that the 
nurse aides are now performing so as to allow the 
nurse aide ' s time to be utilized more advantageous l 
for patient care . 
Much of the maintaining of cleanliness not 
only of the hospital itself but also of the 
patient ' s equipment, utility rooms, lockers , 
and discharge units can be very effectively 
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accomplished by a well-orga.nized and super-
vised housekeeping department . Discharge 
units can be taken over completely by the 
housekeeping department and made ready for 
the newly admitted patient even to the making 
of the unoccupie d bed. In some hospitals , 
this can be planned on a replacement basis, 
having utensils cleaned and sterilized in 
some area away from the wards. A surplus of 
clean utensils are always available for 
setting up of a fresh unit for the new patient 
in a very short time . 
If a competent person is responsible for the 
service, errands and the transportation of 
patients can be the responsibility of a 
reliable dispatch service either with paid 
or volunteer workers . 
Thought should be given to the establishing 
of a central supply service under the direc-
tion of a registered nurse or other qualified 
person who is prepared in the methods of II 
sterilization and informed regarding personnel 
work . The safety of the patient demands safe 
sterilization and materials for his care. 
Getting the most out of the worker requires 
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talents to motivate him to his highest level 
of production. The institution might well 
investigate , too, the costs of prepared 
supplies in relation to the labor costs of 
making its own supplies . It can be also anti-
cipated that a director of a central supply 
service would be cost conscious and trained 
in the experimental approach to improvements 
meeting the most economical and effective 
results, microbiologically and efficiently. 
3. If safe patient care is to be realized, a more 
orderly procedure of class and field instruction 
under a competent and creative teacher is essential
1 
for the nurse aides. The findings show that tbe 
nurse aides are asked to carry out procedures for 
which they are not prepared. Their directions are 
given too often by other nurse aides selected by 
chance rather than for their ability and skill in 
teaching . 
Then, too, the professional nurses on the ward 
should be informed of the dangers involved in the 
instructing or the assigning of nurse aides to 
activities which should be only the responsibility 
of a graduate register nurse . They should recogniz 
the limitations and the extent of the assistance 
I 
! 
I 
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which should be given by a nurse aide as a member 
of the nursing team in the giving of patient care . 
It is suggested that, if the newly employed 
nurse aides during the period of preliminary 
teaching and orientation were assigned to two-
patient units which were especially set up for 
this purpose rather than to al l of the patient 
areas , some of the difficulties which were un-
covered in this study might be lessened . It would 
be assumed that the nursing personne l assigned to 
these selected wards would have an understanding 
of the nurse aide ' s needs and would have a sincere 
interest in her welfare . Such a situation would 
enable the nurse-aide instructor to concentrate 
more of her time in the supervision of the nurse 
aides in the cli nical area . It would also provide 
her an opportunity to work more closely with the 
graduate nurses on the floors, perhaps even to the 
point of soliciting their assistance in the plan-
ning and the promoting an improved educational 
program for the nurse aides . 
The establishment of a team nursing plan of 
patient assignment in these areas would tend to 
relieve some of the stresses which the nurse aide 
feels as a result of "too many bosses " and would 
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provide her with the knowledge that she wants of 
the patient as a person, through group planning 
in terms of the objectives of patient care, the 
understanding of the patient as an individual, 
and the appraisal of the results . In addition 
to this , it would provide her with a better 
working relationship with the professional nurses 
for which she has expressed a des i re. 
4 . A survey of the amount of linen available in 
relation to the needs of the type of patients for 
whom care is given , might disclose facts regarding 
the adequacy of the supply. Quotas of linen 
dispensed to each clinical area may be needed . 
Thought should be given to the establishing of 
linen control s to be the responsibility either 
of a linen room or housekeeping department but 
not of the nursing department . 
5. The needs of the nurse - aide group for self-
expression though group organization should be 
recognized as expressed by 13. 4 per cent of the 
nurse aides participating in the study. The 
nurse aides should be encouraged to have a part 
in policy making and in the making of plans which 
effect them. 
6 . Attention given to the suggestions of the nurse 
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aides pertaining to working conditions might well 
be the means of providing improved job satisfac-
tion to this group. A contented employee can often 
be the result of correcting small annoyances, 
such as the lack of individual locker keys , a 
more attractive dressing roo~, supplying uni-
forms that the nurse aide may consider as her 
own whils employed, and recommending raises in 
salary when they are merited. 
7 . For each member of the nursing staff, regardless 
of position, it should at all times be perfectly 
clear from whom she takes orders and to whom 
she g ives them. Of the nurse aides inclu.ded in 
the investigation, 6.7 per cent complained of 
having too many bosses and of being confused as 
to whom they were responsible for their share 
of the nursing care . An effort from the time 
of employment should be made to help the nurse 
aide to understand her relationship to the other 
members of the nursing team. 
Suggestlons f'or Further Study 
1. In view of the findings of the present study, it 
might be well to explore new methods of preparing 
nurse aides for their activities. For instance , 
should a nurse-aide instructor be entirely 
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responsible for the nurse - aide preparation or 
should this responsibility be assumed by a head-
nurse or by other nursing personnel working 
directly with this group of auxiliary workers 
in the clinical situation? 
2. In order to provide for the improvement of the 
nurse- aide program by continuing appraisal based 
on the changing concepts of nursing education 
and research, it is suggested that at definite 
intervals of time a study similar to the one 
being reported be repeated for the nurse - aide 
group of this hospital. 
3 . Prior to determining the ratio of nurse aides to 
professional nurses needed for adequate patient 
care in this hospital a study of the quality of 
nursing care given to the patient should be con-
ducted . The present study gives only the utiliza-
tion of the nurse aides in terms of activities 
performed, the frequency of the performance, and 
the time distribution of the nurse aides among 
the activities but does not include the quality 
of care received by the patient. 
EPILOGUE 
This report demonstrates how studies of this nature 
can bring about change. The measures which were taken the 
first year following the completion of the investigation are 
recorded here. 
As the nurse-aide instructor who had been employed at 
the time of the study was leaving, all new plans for the nurse-
aide group were put into effect under the leadership of a new 
nurse-aide instructor. Although she was well qualified for the 
job ahead, an opportunity was provided for her to participate 
in a five-day workshop which was being held in the community 
for the benefit of nurse- aide instructors. The workshop was 
sponsored by the National League for Nursing, the American 
1 Hospital Association, and the Public Health Organization. 
Without doubt, this additional preparation for her work proved 
to be of definite value to the nurse-aide instructor in her 
future plans for the nurse-aide group. 
In order that all supervisory personnel and the nurse-
aide instructor might carry out the responsibilities of their 
positions uninterrupted, split working shifts which had been 
in effect in the nursing office were changed to straight eight-
hour periods. Two evening supervisors were employed on a full-
time basis. This arrangement provided for more and better 
SU}:e rvision of all Of the nursing staff not only during the 
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d.ay but also on the evening shift. The nurse-aide instruc-
tor's only responsibility was now the nurse-aide program. 
Attention was next turned to the matter of exploring 
new methods of recruiting nurse aides. An effort was made to 
employ new nurse aides for the hospital instructlom so that 
they could be taught their formal classes in groups rather 
than individually, as formerly. Unfortunate ly, this plan 
proved to be impractical for this particular situation because 
of the scarcity of nurse aides seeking employment at tba t time 
It was discovered that if the nurse aides were not hired when 
they wished to work, inevitably they would obtain employment 
elsewhere. It was impossible to persuade the nurse aides to 
wait until a group of them could be gathered. together for a 
period. of classes. However, even by employing the nurse aides 
on an individual basis, it was found that, with proper plan-
ning, it was possible to prepare them for their work in groups 
This o bje e ti ve was accomplished by dividing the 
material for the course of instructions into ten main units 
as follows: 
Unit I 
Unit II 
Unit III 
Unit IV 
Unit V 
Unit VI 
Orientation to the hospital and their work. 
(must come first for all nurse aides) 
Preparation o~ the patient unit 
Admitting the patient 
Team Nursing 
Feeding patients including all food services. 
A.M., P.M., Evening and pre-operative care. 
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Unit VII Post-operative care 
Unit VIII Transfer and discharge 
post-mortum care. 
of patients including 
Unit IX Professional Ethics 
Unit X Nursing procedures and treatments. 
After experimentation, it was decided that it was not 
necessary for the teaching of all of the units to follow each 
other consecutively. Unit I naturally would be required to 
come first for al l of the nurse aides, because of the needed 
orientation to the hospital and their work; b~t after that, 
the class schedules were made up using any of the units in 
which a number of nurse aides had not as yet received pre-
paration. A class schedule similar to the sample found in 
Appendix C, was posted on the wards and in the classroom 
every two weeks. 
The course- content for the nurse aides were the accept -
able nurse- aide activities as compiled for the present study 
and were taught according to what a nurse aide, caring for 
eye, ear , .nose, and throat patients , would need to know . 
There was an average of 30-40 hours of instructions arranged 
for each nurse aide . Some of the teaching was carried out in ' 
the classroom; but more, in the clinical situation- -depending 
upon which area seemed most suitable for the learning ex-
perience. For a while, it was definitely understood that the 
teaching and as much as possible of the supervision of the 
I! 
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nurse aides were sole l y the respons ibility of the nurse-aide 
instructor. 
This change in policy was made clear to the graduate 
nurses on the f l oors and, consequently, resu lted in none of 
t he professional-nurse functions bei ng taught or assigned to 
the nurse aides. 
By means of a fo rm entitled "Nurse-Ai de Individual 
Record" t he headnurses and the other graduate nurses working 
i n the clinical areas were kept informed of the progress 
being made concerning each nurse aide 's preparation. A copy 
o£ this form i s found in Appendix C. This record indicated 
the nursing activities which the nurse aide had been taught , 
and whether or not her perf ormance had r eached the point ~ 
being satisfactory for the safe care of the patient. 
For the purposes of counseling, gui dance and recommend 
ing increases in s alary for merit, an evaluation form, such 
as the one found in Appendix C, was drawn up . It was decided 
that an evaluation of each nurse aide's performance should be 
written at l east every six months or oftener if indicated in 
individual cases. This report was prepared by the nurse-aide 
instructor and the headnurses and it was signed by the nurse 
a~ . 
The nurse aides were no longer assigned to a definite 
ward upon employment but were rather informed that they would 
be required to work in any clinical area as needed for 
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adequate staffing . As yet, no definit e wards for nurse-aide 
IX' eparation have been set up as this project should be one 
for long-term planning . A complete rotation plan for all of 
the nurse aides in every clinical area has not been feasible; 
however , the nurse aides are rotated to as many wards as can 
be arranged during their orientation period. Gradually, the 
nurse aides have accepted being moved to other flo~s, as the 
need for them to do this for adequ~te staf'fing arises . Many 
of them have even welcomed it. The nurse aides have begun to 
realize and to appreciate that a hospital does not function 
in separate units, but rather as a whole. 
It was agreed by everyone concerned that a central 
supply servi ce should definitely be planned. The main problem 
was the finding of a space large enough and centrally lre ated. 
A solution to this arrangement will undoubtedly be found in 
the near future. In the mean time, the nurse aides, have to 
-
continue to make supplies and sterilize them; but this work 
is noo done . under close supervision. To relieve the nurse 
aides of some of this type of work disposable syri nges and 
needles have been put into general use throughout the hospital . 
A plan is being formulated to have a continuing in-
service educational program for the nurse-aide group. This 
program would offer opportunities to the nurse aides who have 
been employed at the hospital over a period of time, to have a 
review and ~rhaps to be exposed to f eat ures of the nurs e- aide 
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program which they had not known before. This training would 
be 1n addition to other plans for nurse-aide improvement. 
Nursing was authorized to have one person for dispatch 
service, but this plan was increased later to two persons when 
they could be employed. At this reporting, plans are being 
made to have this service expanded and to become the responsi-
bility of the housekeeping department. For nursing, this will 
mean that all the errands and the transportation of patients 
during the day will be taken away from the nursing department 
thus not only saving the nurse aide's time but also, avoiding 
interruptions in the care of the patients. · In order that the 
persons working in the dispatch service will have an under-
standing of their jobs and also for reasons of safe patient 
care, all of the employees of this service will receive in-
structions from the nurse-aide instructor in the areas of body 
mechanics and in hospital ·eth~cs. 
The supply of linen was investigated and found to be 
inadequate to meet the needs of the patients. The amount of 
linen was increased and specific quotas were set up for each 
clinical area. An entirely new method of linen control was 
instigated under the direction of the housekeeping department. 
The nursing department, consequently, was released of the 
responsibility of ordering linen and of maintaining linen 
inventories. 
Not because of the results of this study but ra th.er 
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because of the trends of the times , pay raises for all nursing 
11 personnel were put into effect. 
I Plans for vacations were started in January instead of 
I 
April, as was done formerly . They were scheduled for the whole 
year. Thi s arrangement definitely decreased the number of sub-
stitute nurse aides needed to be empl oyed for the summer months . 
I t also provided for better patient care during this period 
because a gr eater number of the experienced nurse aides were 
on duty . 
Recogni tion for unusual performance has been gi ven some 
of the nurse aides. One was promoted to the position of ward 
secretary . Another who had had one year of professional nursing 
but could not cont i nue because of fami l y reasons has been placed 
in the operating room in charge of booki ng operations . As she 1 
was familiar with the medical terminology, this position proved 
I 
to be ideal for her. 
A definite effor·t wa.s made to i nst i gate a modified pl an I 
of team nursing for patient ass i gnments on the two floors whi ch 
were incl uded in the study. However , at times, it was rather I 
discouraging because of the lack of qualified leaders . I n spite 
, of this difficulty, the team method for caring for patients, 
which was practiced as frequently as possible, hel ped to give 
the nurse aides more of a sense of belonging . Whether or not 
the team nursing pl an was in effect , the nurse aides were in-
1 el uded more and more when the reports of the patient ' s condi-
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t iona were given and when the nurs ing care plans with assessment 
1 of car e already provided were di scussed. 
Plans are underway for the remodeling of the nurse 
1 
sides • dressing room with shower baths and vanity shelves . A 
I c ouch and comfortable chairs have not been forgotten. 
Each of the nurse aides was supplied with four well-
fitting uniforms to be considered as her own while she was 
employed at the hospital. These uniforms were plainly marked 
so that they could not become lost in the laundry. 
Recognition has been given for l ength of service by 
awarding the employees additional vacation . Under the new 
1 plan, a nurse aide who ordinarily received two weeks' vacat i on 
now receives three weeks after ten years of service and four 
weeks (the maximum for anyone) at the end of twenty years . 
The organization of the nurse-aide group has been 
star ted and several meetings h ave been held. Now the nurse 
aides have a voice in the policies which affect them. A member 
of their group has been el ected to the recreation committee of 
l the hospital. 
To augment t he professional nurse staff and to rel~ve 
the nurse aides of some of the more c omplicated nursing t asks 
which they were found to be perfor mi ng , a six-month suppl ementarr 
course in eye , ear, nose, and throat nursing is offered to 
1 graduates of approved schools of practical nursing . 
!first year, seven students enro l led in this course . 
During t h e 
Three 
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remained on the nursing staff after completing the · course. 
There is still much to be accomplished in the way of 
carrying out the proposals of this investigation. However, it 
is felt that a good beginn~ has been made, . 
The purpose of the study has been fulfilled by reveal-
ing the facts regarding the nurse-aide progr am, by having them 
recognized, and by having action taken which will eventually 
result not only in providing more effective utilization but 
also in assuring better preparation and improved job satis-
faction for the nurse aides of this hospital. 
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FIGURE IV 
Sample of Time Interval Chart Used for Thi s Study Showing t he 
Time Interval and Sequence Numbe~ Code{~ 
*This Chart was Designed by t he Nursing Council of Boston 
" 
I 
Sequence Number 
Time Interval 
. Number 
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FIGURE V 
Wor k Sheet for Recording the Obse rvations~~ 
Floor Time started Time out 
------ ------ - -----
Date Time ended 
- -----
Sequence number at beginning 
- --- -
at the end 
- -----
Classified Total 
activities Type of act i vity Time che cks checks 
' Direct Patient 
Care 
--
General Nursing 
Food 
Transportation of 
patients 
Indirect Patient 
Care 
--
Supplies 
Cleaning 
Checking and 
charting 
Errands 
-
-:~on the actual form used adequate space was allowed for 
recording . 
-
-
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(SAMPLE OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE WHICH WAS USED F OR THIS STUDY) . 
NURSING AIDES 
Would you like to help yourselve s and at t h e same 
time help me? As you know , I am doing a study of your group 
and need information from you . I t would be appreciated very 
much if you would fill out t his questionnaire as accurate l y 
as possible . When you h ave finis hed , please place it in the 
a c companying enve l ope and seal it . Do not~ your name . 
Leave the e nve l ope on your floor in the b ox provided f or 
them. I will come and collect t h em on March 29th . 
Thank you ve ry much. 
Al thea E . Brady 
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Questionnaire to be Filled Out By Nursing Aides 
I . Ward where you work. 2nd 
-----------------
3rd 
-----------------
7-3 : 30 
----------
2 . What hours do you work? 
2:30-11 
-------
Rotate 
- --------
3. Male aide 
--------
Female aide 
--------
4. When were you employed in this hospital? Date ________ _ 
5 . What influenced you to seek employment here? 
6 . What was your previous experience? 
Activities 
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~~Were You Where Were You Taught_?_-Tau~t? 
Ins rue tor Aide Nursei~ Classroom Ward 
Direct Patient Care 
General Nursing---
Admission of pt. assist 
Checking clothes ' 
Care of clothes 
Ad.Dlission T. P. R. 
Afternoon care of pt. 
Back rub 
Mouth care 
Tightening sheets 
Wash-ing patient's hands 
and face I 
A. M. care of patient 
Baths 
Bed 
Showert assist w1th 
Bed making 
Empty 
Occupied 
.Recovery 
Discnar~e 
c&B" of patient 
Apply.ing wristandwaist 
restraints 
Applying black eye masks 
Assisting doctors with 
Dressin~s 
EXa.'llinations 
Complete Ehzsical 
Eye 
Ear 
Nose 
i'hroat 
.Bed cradle, use or 
Bed boards, use of' 
Bedsines. use of 
Bedpans, ~~ving and removing 
Back ana knee rests adjust-
ing of 
Discharge of pt .• assTst with-
Compresses , ice . to nose 
Collection of specimens 
Urine 
Stool 
Sputum 
Enemas 
Cleansing 
Oil retension 
Evenin-g care o1! patient 
*Nurse: Any graduate nurse working in the 
Clinical Areas including head nUl'ses 
. 
How soon after employment were you taught? 
--- ---- (Approximatelyr-- longer 
Frequency of performance 
1 wk 2 wks 3 WkS 1 mo . 6 wks period never -:~Reg . ->.·Occ . Rarely Never 
. 
i 
I 
l 
I I 
I 
I 
l 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
J 
~ 
l 
I 
L 
-:;.see above : 
Reg. = Regularly Occ. = Occasionally 
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~. Row soon after employment were you t~ught? Frequency of performance 
Activities By Whom Were You Where Were You - -- ~Approximately-r-- f ( Taught? Taught? r l'Onger 
• Instructor Aide Nurse* Plassroom Nard 1 wk 2 wks 3 wks 1 mo . 6 wks period Never ~}Reg . -:~Occ . Rarely Never 
·- ---Exerc:..ses l 
Leg 
Breathing 
-Flowers , care of 
Flaxseed poul~ices , 
making and aEplylng 
Foot soaks , giving of 
Isaiation technique . 
Hand scrubbing 
Face mask, use of I 
Gown, use of ... I 
-Dishes, care of I 
Equipment , care of L 
Post- mortum care 
Shampoo i Cleansing_ 
Ped:.Lculos is 
--! 
Steam Inhala~ions I 
Suc~ioning of -
Laryngectomy pts . 
•.rracheo'tomy pts . 
Suc~ion equipment , care of 
'l'aklng T. P.R.' S 
~ak!n~ blood pressures 
Testing urine , d1abetic 
Food 
--
Filling water pitchers 
Feeding patients 
By Levine tube 
From tray 
Passing out trays 
Checking trays 
r-Collecting trays 
serving extra nour~shmen ts 
Serving special diets 
Transportation of Patients II 
To smoking room _I 
TO x- r9.z 
. 
.'L. 
To ret!na ser-gice 
To O. P. D. 
To M.G. - • 
-From tre -recovery room 
-
-:~Nurse : Any nurse working in the Clinical Area -~·See above : 
including head nurses Reg . = Regularly 
Occ • : Occasionally 
. 
. 
~ 
- 89 - How ~ after employment were you taught? 
(Approximatel~ 
Frequency of perrormance 
1 wk 2 wks 3 k 1 longer Activities By Wnom Were You Taught? 
Where Were You 
Taught? 
Instructor Aide Nurse~:- Classroom Ward 
w 8 mo . 6 wks . period Never *Reg. -lc-Qcc . Rarely Never 
. 
Indirect Patient Care 
supplies -
Autoclaving I I 
Solutions I 
Sprays, nasal 
. Needles 
Syringes 
Ins l;rumen """fs 
Gloves I . • 
Packs and sets ... 
I 
UtenSI-ls ana o tner 
I 
I 
equipment 
·Cans o1' dressing I 
supplies Asep~~c techn'~que ol: 
-
I 
handling s terlle g oods I 
Checlffug I 
Unsterile and sterile 
counnng 
I 
1 
Syringes 
Thermometers = -~ ~- ieee• -~~ 
ueeO:Ies 
Ward inven tort 
Dressings , sor ed , care o ff 
Dress~ngs, ma~ng It 
Ear fluffs 
Ear cuts 
Ear wicks 
Mosher striPs 
i 
Laryngectomy 
Gioves 
Washing 
Mena1ng of 
Placing linen in linen 
closet 
Placing into cans or 
wrappers for sterilizing 
Cotton oalls 
Sponges , large and smaTl 
Medicine aroppers 
Mechanic's waste 
~oo"""fh pick swabs 
Eye pads 
Ear wicks 
Ear cuts 
Ear paci{s 
Laryngectomy arid 
tracheotomy dressings 
~:-Nurse: Any graduate nurse working 
in the Clinical Area 
including head·. nurses. 
-~·See above : 
Reg . -::. Regularly 
Occ . • Occasionally 
... 
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1 iti B Wh W y 
How soon after employment were you taught? Frequency of perform Wh w y Act v es y om ere ou ere ere ou II ---
. ance 
(ApproXimatelyr---Taught? Taught? longer 
Instructor Aide Nurse* Classroom: Ward 1 wk 2 wks :3 wks 1 mo . 6 wks period Never ~l-Reg . *Occ . Rarely Never 
Placing into cans or 
wrappers for sterilizing 
(continued} 
, 
Laryngectoroi Eacks -
Hot oomEress cuEs 
!ar PreE• sets 
Ear irrigatin~ sets 
Eye prep. sets I I 
Eye irriga. ting sets 
. 
Errands 
Trips to other depts. ... l 
TriEs to adjacent hospita~ I I 
I 
HousekeeEins; 
Care of and including I cleaning Utility room i 
Bedside tables l 
Beds i 
Patient's utensils [ 
Nurse's eye treatment cart l 
Doctor ' s eye -:creatment cart ( 
15ress!ng cart L 
Linen room J 
.Kitchen I 
Nurse rs station ! 
Aut-oclaves i { 
Ster111zers \ l 
Hospital equipment i 
Lockers, patient's ! 
Trea~ment room I 
Instruments r 
I.V. Se~s I r 
Changing patient's i 
f 
bedside curtains 
I 
Checkin~ and 
Checking-
Recording 
Linen i 
.Bed cranks ,, 
S1P;Iial cords _ I 
Light cords 
Soluti:ons in 1.1 tilltY room 
Recording 
T. P.R 1 s 
Making out urine slips 
On Kardex 
Pasting laboratory slips - 1 
into patient's records I 
*Nurse: Any graduate nurse working in the Clinical Area 
includfng head nurses. ~~see a 'bove : 
. 
Reg. = Regularly 
Occ . = Occasionally 
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7 . Would you like to work 'on other floors? No Yes 
---
In the recovery room? No Yes In the Operating 
room? No Yes 
---
8 . Are there any suggestions which you would like to make 
regarding your work or group? 
II 
APPENDIX C 
--
= 
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FIGURE VI 
Sample of a Class Schedule for the Nurse 
Aides Covering a Typical One Week Period-:<-
April 30 - May 4 , 1956 
Monday , April 30 
(First day 
(First day 
Tuesday, May 1 
(Employed 6 
(Employed 2 
(Employed 3 
(Employed 6 
(Employed 4 
(Employed 2 
Wednesday, May 2 
8- 10 A. M. 
on duty) 
on duty) 
2 : 30- 3 : 30 
weeks) 
weeks) 
weeks) 
weeks) 
weeks) 
weeks) 
2:30- 3 : 30 
Orientation to Hospital 
Miss Smith 2 
Miss Jones 5 
P. M.Care of Patients with 
specific Eie ConditiOns 
Mr . Black 
Miss Crowe C .w. 
Miss Hare 5 
Mr . Raymond 3 
Miss O' Brien 2 
Miss Goldsmith 4 
P. M. Sterilizing - Use of 
Autoclave 
(Employed 1 week) 
(Employed 2 weeks) 
(See above) 
Miss McDonald 2 
Miss Crowe c.w. 
Mr. Black 4 
Miss Jones 5 
Miss Mahoney 5 
(See above) 
(Employed 2 weeks) 
Thursday, May 3 
(See above) 
(See above) 
(See above) 
(See above) 
(See above) 
Friday, May 4 
(See above) 
(See above) 
(See above) 
(See above) 
2 : 30-3 : 30 P.M. Oxygen Therapy 
Mr . Black 4 
Mr . Raymond 3 
Miss Crowe C. W. 
Miss Hare 5 
Miss O' Brien 2 
2:30-3:30 P. M. Pre - Operative , P. M. and 
Evening Patient Care 
Miss Smith 2 
Miss Jones 5 
Miss McDonald 2 
Miss Crowe C. W. 
All classes are to be held in the aide classroom 
except the one on sterilization which is held in the third 
floor utility room. 
Note: See above: Numbers or letters occurring after 
aide ' s name designates the ward to which she was assigned . 
inst the nursing aide 
Name : 
D 
1 . Admission , Dischar~e , and 
--Transfer of Patien s 
-
2. Assisting Patients 
a . In and out of be d 
b . To and from the chair , 
stretcher, wheelchair 
3 . Bed baths 
a . Complete 
b . Partial 
c. Backrub 
4 • Bedmaking 
a . Open 
b . Cl ose d 
o . Recovery 
d . With Cradle 
e. With Footboard 
• Bedpans ~ Urinals 
a . Giving to patients 
5 
b . Cleaning of both 
AIDE ' S INDIVIDUAL RECORD C 0 DE : 
Date: 
s u 
6 . 
7 . 
a. 
9 . 
10 .. 
11 . 
Performance = 
D = Demonstration 
S • Satisfactory 
U • Unsatisfactory 
D s (J 
Appl;y:ins Cold 
a. Cold Compre sses 
Collection of Specimens 
a . Urine 
b . Feces 
c. Sputum 
Diabetic 
a. Care of the feet 
Dietar;y: 
a . Feeding blind patients 
b • Diets and t r ay serving 
o . Nourishment between meals 
Enemas 
a . Cleansing 
b . Saline 
o. Oil re t ention 
Escorting Blind Patients 
a . To x- ray (walking) 
b . To the o.R. (stretcher) 
AIDE ' S INDIVIDUAL RECORD 
Neme: Date : 
D s u D s u 
12 . Fl u i ds 17 . Oxygen Therapy 
a . Measuri ng intake and output a . Location of' Equipment 
b . Recording intake and output b . Precaution with oxygen 
13 . Hospital Housekeeping 18 . Pediatrics 
Care and Use of : a . Condit i on of 
a . Beds , Bedside stands , - b . Care of cnildren 
Si de - rails 
b . Rubbe r goods 1 9 . Post- mortem Care I 
c . Syringes and Needle s a . Equipment--
d . Uti lity room b . Procedure 
e . Linen and Linen Room ! 
f . Sucti on Equipment 20 . Simple Principles in the Care l 
Patient ' s Unit of : --- -- l g . 
1 . Daily a7 Catarac t pa t i ents I 
2 . Terminal Cleaning b. Glaucoma patients I 
3 . Closets weekly basis ~ . Re tina patients I 
. a~ Laryngec tomy patients 
14 . Medical Aspectic Techni que e . T and A r s 
a . Regulations of f. :.E~istaxis 
b . Precau tion Principles g·: b.nucleation 
c. Use of mask and gown h . Fenestration 
. 
15 . Morni ng and Afternoon Care 21 . Simple Principles of Pr e and I 
-- Post Op. Care - - - -- I a . Spe c i a l Mouth Care b . Special Back Care a . In EENT Surgery 
b . Recovery Room 
16. Moving , .Turning , and Positioning 
- Patients 22 . Professional Et h ics 
a . With Patients 
b . Within t he h013pi tal 
c . Co- workers 
AIDS ' S INDIVIDUAL RECORD 
Name : 
23 . Simple Discussion of EENT 
Anatomy and Diseases 
a . Eye 
b . Nose and Throat 
24. Sterilization 
a . Prep of goods and equipment 
b . Operation of autoclave 
c . Operation of hot water 
sterilizer 
25 . Team Organization . 
a . Purpose 
b . Function 
c . The place of the aide on the 
team 
26 . Temperature , Pulse , and 
Res~iration 
a . echriique for taking 
b . Termometer t echnique 
1 . Individual holder 
2 . Collective 
27 . Use of Kardex 
a:-ADEreviations 
b . Hospital terminology (simpl e) 
D S U 
Date : 
- -- ------
FIGURE V! 
Completed at 6 week period 
directly after employment M.ASSACHITSETTS EYE & EAR Il\TFIRMARY 
and then every year or Evaluation Form for Non Professional Personnel 
oftener if necessary . 
I . Nursing Performance 
1 . Is efficient and accurate in the 
performance of duties assigned 
2. Organizes assigTh~ents s o that 
important things are d one first . 
3 . Performs procedures in the manner 
which she {he) has been taught . · 
4 . Realizes her {his) own limitations 
and seeks help with situ~tions 
beyond her (his) knowledge . 
5 . Completes assignments and utilizes 
extra time to advantage of ward as 
a whole . 
6 . Takes i~~ediate and appropriate 
action in case of emerge~cy. 
7 . Practices care and economy in use 
of equipment and materials. 
8 . Is prompt to observe and report 
symptoms and changes to the proper 
person. 
E C A V Un Remarks : 
Code : 
E ., Excellent 
d = Commendable 
A = J!.cceptable v = Variable Un = Unsatis -factory 
II . Patient Relationships 
1 . Shows respect and consideration 
for all persons . 
2 . Receives patients complaints 
courteously. 
3 . Inspires confidence of patients 
and visitors . 
III . Relationshi£! with Co- workers 
1. Uphold policies of the hospital . 
2 . Obtains and gives co- operation. 
3 . Accepts unavoidable changes in 
schedule and assignments . 
4 . Accepts constructive criticism· and 
uses suggestions given . 
5 . Adapts requests for preferred time 
to needs of the ward as a whole . · 
6. Carries her (his) share of evening 
and floa t duty . 
7 . Seeks help and guidance on her 
(his) own performance . 
E C A V Un Remarks : 
IV. Personal Characteristics 
l • . She (he) is neat at all times . 
2 . Is thoughtful , poised, and well-
mannered. 
3 . Is regular in attendance according 
to the schedule planned . 
4 . Is eager to learn new procedures 
and techniques as they are intro-
duced . 
5 . Adjusts to ward situations as a 
whole . 
E C A V Un Remarks : 
Comments of Conference : 
Signature oif Hospital Aide 
Date of Evaluation Signature of Head Nurse 
D~t~ Of c onre I'enr!e Signature of Instructor of Hosp . Aides 
